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Abstract 

Based on the completed three dimensional electric analogous studies the following maiu 
points can be established: 

1. In case of a radial well sited in an extensiye horizontallaver: 
a) the capacity of well is proportional to the 0.87th power of the thickness of the layer, 
b) the increase of the number of horizoutal pipes with the same total length causes 

just a slight decrem'e in discharge. therefore, when determining the number of horizontal pipes, 
they are not the hydraulic aspects which are dccisin:. 

c) limiting the perforation just for the outer half kngth of the horizontal pipe causes 
about a 5% reduction in discharge only. 

2. In case of a radial well sited near a river-bed. the horizontal pipe in the direction 
opposite to the rh'er-bed can be omitted without any considerable decrease in discharge. 

3. The horizontal pipe reaching under the riverbed considerably increases the discharge, 
but can result ill a rapid colmation. 

4. Colmation extends the influence of the well on a longer section of the riyer-bed, that 
is "'hy its effect to decrease the discharge develops relatinly slowly. 

5. Enlightening the development of physical, chemical and biological colmation is by 
all means necessary to forecast and delay the "ageing:" of wells. 

Introductiou 

Water supply from radial wells is one of the widespread forms in settle
ments because of its high efficiency of water acquisition and water intake. 

Its application is widespread in gravelly alluviums, mainly along water cour
ses. 

The aim of this study is to sho'\\' the relationships between certain hy
draulic characteristics of water intake with radial wells based on electric anal

ogous investigations considering radial well dimensions customary in practice. 

1. Subject of the study 

1.1. The examination of the potential field, the capacity and its distri
bution around radial wells with a total length of 300 m horizontal pipes sited 
iu a confined aquifer which is considered horizontally infinite, in the case if the 
number of horizontal pipes is between 2 and 10, and the pipes are uniformly 
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arranged around the shaft, the total length of perforation varies and the friction 
loss in the pipes is neglected. The diameter of the shaft is 2.2 m, that of the 
pipes is 0.219 m, the thickness of the aquifer is :5 and 10 m, the coefficient of 
permeahility k = 10-2 m/s, the distance between the axis of the pipe and the 
lower horizon of the aquifer is 1.00 and 1.70 111. 

1.2. The examination of the potential field. the capacity ,\-ith its distri
bution and Lhat of the specific discharge of the bank infiltration of a radial well 

with 4 horizontal pipes, each 1.70 m ahoye the lower horizon of the aquifer 
near an idealized riyer-bed if: 

a) the pipes do not reach under the riyer-becL and 
h) thc pipes reach uncIel' the ri..-er-hed. 

In both ca~rs the 'A-ell has th~ dinlen~iol1s giycn ahove. 
The riyer-ht~d reaches dovt~n into tht=' aquifer \\-ith a of 5 In. \\ip 

remark that the effect of the filter layer around the pipe with different coef

ficient "l,:" is replaced hy a virtual pipe dialneter of 0.25 m and a homogeneous 
coefficient "k'·. 

2" Resl'ilts of the eX2!ninati{}TIs 

2.1. Examinations ill llOri::;ontally i:lfillite aqUIfer 

During the examination we supposed tb at the potential along a cll-de 
'with a radius of R 197 m is already- constant. Later w,,, give reasons why it 
was possible. TIH' effect of the ..-ertical arrangement was studied in ca;;e of 
,1 horizontal pipes. each perforated along their total length. 

BftSed on measurements. 'we estahlished that the vertical situation of 
the horizontal pipe (1.00 or 1.70 m ahoye the 10'wer horizon of the aquifer) 
does not give a reasonable difference in discharge, though theoretically the 
higher one is more advantageous_ Further studies ,,-ere done with pipes at the 
height of 1.70 m. 

The discharges of radial wells were compared in an aquifer of .5 and 10 
m, in both cases with 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 totally perforated horizontal pipes. 
It is estahlished that het\\-een these limits the capacity "Q" is nearly propor
tional to the thickness of the layer "b" and dependence on the numher of 
pipes canIlot he shown: 

Q h = (~.·.I 0.37 

Qb, bo , 

Thus, the discharge gained from a :5 III thick layer is .5.5 o~) of the diseharge from 
a 10 m thick layer. But in thinner layer the infiltration oyer unit length de
creases slower at the outer end of the pipe than at the shaft. Comparing the 
average infiltration oyer unit length at the outer 20% of the pipe in the case 
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of the .5 and the 10 ill thi~k layers, in the thinner layer the infiltration is 6.5 % 
of that of the thicker layer. On the other hand, at the .50% length of the pipe 
nearer the shaft the discharge over uuit length in the thinner layer decreases 
to 46%. These results can he logically understood on the hasis that the friction 
loss of the seeping water is concentrated around the pipe maiilly at the outer 
end of the pipe. 

The examination of the xadial wells with 2. -1, 6, 8 alld 10 totally perforat
ed pipes~ of .,yhich ~Fjg. 1 sho\vs an exanlple~ the assfnTIption of the 
R = 197 ill cylindrical field instead of the infinite space. The biggest length 
of a pipe \\-as in caEe of 2 pipes~ 150 nl.. that is of the lllcntioned radius. 
If the pipe on Fig. 1 with 300/4 =7.5 ill length were cOllsiderecl76° n , 100% 
should be 98 . .5 III what is .50o~) of the 197 m_ Th" brok{'ll line on the Kith 

0 . .5 has a 8mall cle\-iatioE from the lines around it. so the 
tial along this circle is constant (varies het:\\-CE':l 5.1. 0 ;) and 561~~)). 

the case of ,1 or more pip"s, the field out of the R 197 m cirele does not influ 
ence the flo"w pattern in an observahle way. In the case of two pipes inste;o:d 
of the ciTcle a IOllgrT shaped. boundary condition \\-as app1if~d \\-itn similar 
"\I;idth. 

However, hy thc densitv of T)C)t('1l"ti2l1 lines 011 lone ea!l conclude 
that the infiltrating dischargc over unit length is rcally gl'cat at the outer end 
of the pipe, while along the pipe in the direction of the shaft it stnmgly decreas
es. The former would be worth for a more detailed examination, as this place 
is the main source of sanding. But the figures of potential distribution Call110t 
he evaluated numerically "with a proper accuracy, that is why instead of further 
detailing" the results of the dirC'ct discharge IllenSllreIllents are prBsentecl. 

The disc;large of the radial well, as a function of the numher of pipes 
(totally perforated) compared to the discharge of a lO-piped ,n·ll can he seen 
on Fig. 2. In an l1-pipf'd radial ,,-ell, each pipe ,,-ith the length of 1,.1 the total 

Fig. 1. The potential distribution in the case of a -I·piped radial well 
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discharge flowing through the cross section at In distance from the shaft is 
Qn' On Fig. 2 the ratio of this discharge and Ql(Jt, the total discharge infiltrating 
along all the length of the pipes of a IO-piped well is represented. In the case 
of a IO-piped well if l,,/Int = 0 the curve crosses the axis of the relative dis
charge at the value of Q"IQloi 1, while the wells with a smaller numher of 
pipes have a relative discharge being theoretically higher. 

By the gcneral evaluation of Fig. 2 it can be established that under 
similar or identical boundary conditions, the increase of the number of pipes 
decreases the discharge to be gained. It is well shown on Fig. 3. To some extent 
this is balanced hy the friction loss of the pipe decreasing by the growth of the 
number of pipes, too. But if the friction loss is not great, even at small number 
of pipes, this statement is of no importance. 

The numerical deviation of the discharge of a 4: and a IO-piped "well 
compared to that of a u-piped one is less than =::: 6%. So it can be suggested 

that in many cases of the practice the number of pipes to he applied can be 
decided considering other points of view. 

Fig. 4 sho,vs the effect of the ratio of perforated length Ip and the total 
length It on the discharge in the case of a 4-piped well. Qlt is the whole discharge 
of the 4-piped inIl "with totally perforated pipe, Q is the discharge of a partly 
perforated 4-piped well at an arbitrary cross section. One can see that omitting 
the perforation at the part near the shaft has just a slight influence in the 

beginning. Limiting the perforation only to the outer 40% ofthe pipe results in 

Fig. 2. The discharge flowing through the cross section In of a pipe with a length of 111/ compared 
to that of a IO.piped well 
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Fig. 3. The discharge of n-piped well:; compared to that 
of a lO-P'IWd ,,-ell 

Fig. 4. The effect of the perforated length Ip on the di;ocharge of the 
KeH (n ,-t) 
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Fig. 5. Potential distribution (piezometric pressure difference) at the lower horizon of the 
cover layer 
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50 m 

Fig. 6. Potpntinl distrihntion (piezol11C'tric pressure difference) at the lowpr horizon of the 
co,;c-r Iaypr. Plan and cro:;:s sl·cticn through a pipe 

10%, dE'crea:;:e in conlpared to 50°" perforation yield:;: 95 0
;, of 

Q!l discharge ohtai.ned with total ped'orQtion. 
In the case of unchanged dClnand on discharge can he; l'f:-

eluced if the number of horizontal pipes gl"O·WS. and should he gro\\-n if the number 
of pipes decreases. ~\ 0 detailed studies hayc been carried out ill this field, hut in 

our opinion. in. the C2.se of 95 % water demand the number of pipes does not 
influence the clesil"ahle p,:l"foratecl length more thail 100,. of the total length. 

It has to he mentioned that a 'sell must 1)1' perforated at hoth 
Cllds (i.e. hot!l at the shaft and r_t the opposite end). 

2.2. Examination afthe radiallcells near colmated and lllicolmated ril;er beds 

These examinations wen- clone with 4-piped l"i!dial 'I-ells. Their arrange
ment can be seC:I 011 Figs;) to 10. On .S. 7 and 9 the horizontal pipe does 
not reach uncleI' the riYer bed (the di~tallce hetween the shdt and the central 
line of the hank slopc~ is 97 m), on Figs 6, 8 and 10 the pipe is partly uncleI' the 
riYcr hed (the distance het\n~cll the shaft and the centl'alline of the hank slope 
is 33 m). 

The potential distrihution::- at the lower horizon of the coyer layer (at 
the upper horizon of the aquifer) are shown on Figs 5 and 6. On Figure 6 a profile 

is presented making the arrangement clearer. The discharge distributions 
coming from ahoye data after detailed measurements are giyen on the further 
figures, 'where for the sake of simplification the coefficient of permeability was 
k 0 = I em/s and the depression head was 6. HIm. It is to be noticed, how
eyeL that these yalues re8ult already in too high yelocities ill the horizontal 

pipes. 
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Figure 7 shows a case without colmation. One can see along the pipes the 
infiltration o,-er unit length q(l), and its summation cm-ve Q(l) from the end 
of the pipe. Among the pipes with Roman numbers, NI". I in the dil:ection of the 
river bed is the most active, it takes 42°,) of the total discharge that is nearly 
as much as the discharge of pipes Nos II and IV together (49 %) built parallel 
·with the river heel. Pipe ::'{r III at the opposite side of the river hed takes just 

20% of the discharge of pipe NI' I that is ahout 6% of the total discharge. 
Its omission could hardly he noticed as the discharge over unit length of the 
neighhouring pipes near the shaft ·would increase. 

The infiltration over unit length of the hank qp(s) has a peak around pipe 
Nr. I. On the hasis of the summation curve the length of the hank can he 
determined whieh gins e.g. 90% of the total discharge (cca 380 m) \',-ith other 
·wol'ds it gives data for the actin' ZOile of the well without colmation and fol' 
the reasonahle density of ,\--ells, as welL 

Figure 8 is also a case withont colmation hut ·with a pipe partly under the 
river hed. The produced discharge is 2.5 times higher than in the former case. 

Q=200 lis 

0; !q.dl 
8 

o ~L~dS 

Fig. 7. Distribution of discharge over unit length along the bank and the pipes and their 
summation cun-es. ::'\0 colmation 

Fig. 8. Distribution of discharge over unit length along the bank and the pipes and their 
summation curves. :No colmation 
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It is typical that the part of the river bed giving most of the discharge gets 
shorter, because the pipe under the river bed intensively draws off the nearest 
bottom zone 3.3. m above the pipe. 

Figure 9 sho'ws the effects of an arrangement with pipes not reaching the 
river bed and with a colmated crust uniformly 1 m thick above the surface of 
the river bed. The coefficient of pen ne ability of the crust is kc = 1.57.10--1 m!s 

that is l/64th part of the original ko. The curve of the intensity of the bank 
infiltration q(s) is more uniform, the summation curve is less steep which means 
that comparing with the uncolmated case, the active zone considerably grows. 
The assumption of uniform colmation is not a practical case, but suitable to 
show the effect of colmation on the growth of the active zone resulting (in the 
case of a given kJ just in a moderate decrease in discharge. (In this case com
paring \',-ith the onc on Fig. 8 the discharge is 70o~.) 

On Figure 10 a colmation better approximating reality is supposed. In this 
case, too, the colmation is uniform, but only along a finite length (290 m) of 
the rh-er bed (though on the total width of the bed). One can see the sudden 
change of infiltration at the end of the colmated part. The discharge volume 
is between the two former cases 

It must, however, be remarked. that in the case of colmation the effects 
of surfaces not contained by the analogous model cannot be fully neglected 
that is why the real decrease of discharge is smaller than that mentioned above. 

One can see that the above introduced electric analogous examinations 
are suitahle to numerically solve any seepage problem in space. Based on 
experiences such a model can be huilt that can take into consideration the 
colmation of the ri;-er hed with any size and distrihution, het,v-een the values 

of kc/ko = 0.001 to 1.0 referring to a layer oflm thickness so that on the whole 
surface of the river hed the velocity distribution of the infiltration can he 
measured (above only the discharge over unit length has heen measured). 

kc=tS7.'i(,'f- m/s ~ 
ko=l(fz mls 6H=lm 

s,1=1OO m I 
q=25 Ilsm 

I 
0:200 Ifs 

Bank 
Slope of bed 
Bottom of bed f--+ o .s 

.1 
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Fig. 9. Distribution of discharge over unit length along the bank and the pipes and their 
summation curves. Uniform colmation over the whole surface of the river bed 
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6.; 
Fig. la. Distribution of discharge o,'cr unit length along the bank and the pipes and their 

summation curvcs. rniform colmation over a part of the rivcr bed 

The free surface of the seepage can also he determined and the friction loss 
along the horizontal pipes can be taken into account, too. By all means, it is 
advisable to limit the studies to ,,,'ell-known typical cases for which this paper 
provides some assistance. 

Conclusions 

- Hydraulic difference between the different vertical situations of the 
horizontal pipes could nut be proyed, hut it is logically clear that highest cap
acity of pipe can he achieved if it is in or a little bit ahove the middle of the 
most depressed water layer. The u}ywards arched pipes under practical condi
tions approximate this state "by themseh'es". 

- The capacity of a radial well is proportional to the 0.87th power of 

the layer. 
- Further investigations would be advisahle to determine the yelocity 

distribution at the outer end of the pipe, as it can be the main source of sand
ing. 

- The increase of the number of horizontal pipes with the same total 
length (in infinitc space) causes a slight decrease in the discharge which is 
partly balanced by the friction loss of the pipe. Therefore, determining the 

number of pipes, other not hydraulic aspects can be taken into consideration. 
- Limiting the perforation just for the outer half of the length of the 

pipe yields about 5 % reduction in the discharge, despite that in the case of 
total perforation the inner half of the pipe takes 30 - 40 % of the total discharge. 

- In the case of a radial well, sited near a river hed, the pipe opposite 
to the river bed can be omitted "without any considerable decrease in discharge. 
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- The radial well near a river bed takes the most part of the water from 
the nearest part of the bank, hut the connection betv.'een the hank and river 
bed infiltration and the situation of the "well needs further studies. 

The horizontal pipe reaching under the river hed considerahly in
creases the discharge, but takes most amount of the 'Nater from a rather short 
part causing evcntually a rapid colmation. 

If it is lleeessary for some reason to make the hank infiltration more 

uniform (to soften the peak. to extend the utilized part of thc hank), it seems 
to be advantageous to apply hH) longer, and one shorter (middle) pipe. The 
angle between them is cca. 60- 60c and they approach or reach under the 
hank nearlv in the same cxtent. 

- Colmation extends the influence of the ·well on a longer section of the 
river bed so that its effect to decrease the discharge develops relatively slo,dy. 

- To clear up thc development of physical, chemical and hiological 
colmation is hy all means necessary to forecast, perhaps to reduce the effect 
of colmation on the "ageing" of wells. 
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